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1 Background

4 Conclusion & Discussion

2 Methodology (continues…)

Given observed data 𝑑" , classic FWI can be formulated as a non-linear optimization
problem,
min 𝑓(𝑑0, 𝑑1(𝑚) ) ,

Solution to Primal

q

Where inequality constrains on transport plan still.

q

Sinkhorn’s theorem ensures that 𝑇 ∗ exsits.

q

Solution to Dual

where 𝑓 denotes the misfit function. The synthetic data 𝑑1 = 𝐹(𝑚) is related with
model 𝑚 and 𝐹 indicates the physics how we describe the relation between observed
data and model. We can solve the above optimization problem iteratively by standard
unconstrained optimization algorithms such as non-linear CG and L-BFGS (used for this
experiment with inexact line-search).
𝜕𝑓(𝑚 = 𝑚𝑘)
𝑚012 = 𝑚0 − 𝛼𝐻62
𝜕𝑚
q
Gradient part is costly to compute
q
Ill-posed (We might have many models can fit one dataset)
q
Local minima

3 Numerical results

q

5 References

A “good” initial is appreciated.
“Better” misfit measurement is welcome also.

2 Methodology (optimal transport)
Two typical realizations can be used to describe the idea behind optimal transport theory.
One is Monge-Ampère equation. The other is Kantorovich formulation. We will discuss
the second one.
Misfit function based on optimal transport is convex with model[3,4] (if model
parameter is time shift ONLY, see an explanation below).

Iterations increasing. Original signals are on the very left. The purpose is to make orange and blue signals “look” the same with least effort.

True model
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Which will smear the exact optimal transport plan but converge much faster[1,2]. 𝜆 is a
constant. It also has a dual problem as follows (?)
algorithm[2,4],

It can be solved by fixed-point iteration
but how to choose a stop criterion??
Ø
Minimize duality gap --- Generally it is valid, but expensive for us
Ø
We minimize the difference between ℎ and 𝑔 by 𝐿< norm. if it is smaller than some
threshold, then stop. For every trace, 30 G-S iterations are used to find an optimal
transport.
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Transport plan indicated by solid arrow is optimal. Others are not. Then it is convex
with shift.
M is called ground cost which measures the cost by moving unit mass from one place to
another. T is the transport plan. The misfit function 𝑊 A is the least work to do to relocate
one distribution ℎ to another mass distribution ℎ.
We can transfer Kantorovich formulation into its dual form(?). Either the primal or dual
optimal transport problem is slow to converge. Therefore, Entropy-based regularization is
developed to accelerate the iteration by introducing the entropy as a penalty term,

Entropy regularized OT converges fast (30 iterations used for every pairs of
observed trace and synthetic trace.). The numerical result show its ability to
recover a plausible model from moderately noisy observation even it is known
that entropy regularization smears TP.
Easy to extend to unbalanced OT (No need to normalize the data such that the
total mass are equal, still need the constrain that transport plan is positive
everywhere).
Further improvement could be obtained if “better” normalization strategy
considered or no normalization at all[6]
The combination with data condition such as Radon transform can result in
robust estimation??
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Optimal transport plan between two traces.
Side panels: synthetic traces (the same for figures a and b)
Upper panels: observed traces (The same except noise
added for b)

Observed data with free surface
reflections and random noise.
a: ~2 Hz. b: ~3 Hz. c: ~4. d: ~10 Hz

Inverted model (a) with noise-free data and (b)
with data with low frequency data smeared by
noise.
We normalize the observed and synthetic data
first. Then calculate the misfit function trace
by trace[3,4].
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